We present a framework for rapidly exploring the design space of low power application-specific programmable processors (ASPP), in particular mediaprocessors. We focus on a category of processors that are programmable yet optimized to reduce power consumption for a specific set of applications.
Introduction
Traditionally, low power design and synthesis of application specific programmable processors has been done in the context of a given number of operations required to complete a task. Recently, Hong and Potkonjak [ 141 presented a low power synthesis approach based on the minimization of the number of operations.
Advances in compiler technology for instruction-level parallelism (ILP) have significantly increased the ability of a microprocessor to exploit the opportunities for parallel execution that exist in various programs written in high-level languages. State-of-theart ILP compiler technologies are in the process of migrating from research labs to product groups [I, 8, 15, 23, 241 . At the same time, a number of new microprocessor architectures having hardware structures that are well matched to most ILP compilers have been introduced. Architectural enhancements found in commercial products include predicated instruction execution, VLIW execution and split register files [7, 311. Multi-gauge arithmetic (or variablewidth SIMD) is found in the family of MPACT architectures from Chromatic [ 171 and the designs from Microunity [ 121. Most of the multimedia extensions of programmable processors also adopt this architectural enhancement [22, 26] .
We investigate an approach to rapidly explore the design space of low power application-specific programmable processors (ASPP), in particular mediaprocessors. We focus on a category of processors that are general-purpose (programmable) but optimized to reduce power consumption for a specific set of applications.
The key components of the framework presented in this paper are a retargetable ILP compiler, instruction level simulators, a set of complete media applications written in a high level language and an architectural component selection algorithm. The fundamental idea behind the framework is that with the aid of a retargetable ILP compiler and simulators it is possible to arrange architectural Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. DAC 99, New Orleans, Louisiana 01999 ACM 1-581 13-092-9/99/0006..$5.00 parameters (e.g., the issue width, the size of cache memory units, the number of execution units, etc.) to meet low power design goals and satisfy area constraints.
In the following section we illustrate the key ideas on which this work is based using a simple example. We discuss the related works and our contribution in Section 3. Section 4 presents the preliminary materials including the power and area model, benchmarks, experiment platform such as tools and example set of results obtained using the tools. Our approach in this project is explained in Section 5 in detail. Section 6 formulates the search problem defined in the previous section in formal terms. The solution space exploration strategy and algorithm is described in Section 7. Extensive experimental results of the tools and algorithms we develop for the system-level synthesis of application-specific programmable processors are reported in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 draws conclusions.
A Motivational Example
Average power consumption in CMOS circuits is given by P = ~CLV,", f, where f is the system clock frequency, V h is the supply voltage, CL is the load capacitance and cr is the probability of switching activity (the probability of a 0 + 1 transition during a clock cycle) [3]. The most effective means to reduce power consumption of a processor is to lower the supply voltage since the power consumption is quadratic function of the voltage [2] . The voltage reduction comes with the drawback that the circuit delay is increased requiring a longer cycle time. Another power optimization technique is system shutdown [29], which is usually less effective than voltage reduction.
We illustrate the key ideas of our approach using a simple example. Consider that we have a number of architectural choices in designing low power mediaprocessors such as the number of functional units, issue width, cache sizes, etc. A retargetable ILP compiler generates optimized codes for a machine configuration. Table 1 shows a baseline machine in the first row and an optimized machine in the second and third rows. The number of cycles to complete a task on each machine is shown in the second column of the table. The Energy savings of a processor configuration with respect to a baseline machine are in the sixth column. An application we are interested in has 600 operations on the baseline machine. The baseline machine is a single-issue machine with one branch unit, one execution unit, one memory unit, 0.5 KB of I-cache and D-cache units. The supply voltage of the baseline machine is 3V and cycle time is normalized to 1. The power consumption of the baseline machine to execute the application of interest is normalized to I . The power consumption of a new machine with more hardware (namely, four-issue, four ALUs, one branch, four memory units, 2 KB of I-cache and D-cache units) is higher than that of the baseline machine. But since the new machine can execute the application much faster with fewer operations, we can use either shutdown or voltage scaling technique to reduce power consumption while meeting the performance level of the baseline machine. Assume that the power consumption of the new machine with shutdown technique is 0.8. Then the new machine can execute the application with a fraction of the baseline machine energy when the 
Related Works and Our Contributions
Since power optimization has been separately pursued in both architecture and computer-aided design communities, we briefly summarize related works in both communities. Kalavade and Lee [I81 proposed a framework that addresses the need for managing complex system-level design environment. Singh et al. [28] presented a good survey on works on computeraided design of low power systems across all level of design abstraction. Chandrakasan et al. [3] showed significant power optimization by using transformations on many computation-intensive DSP applications. Methods to explore trade-offs between voltage scaling, throughput, and power are reported in [ 1 1, 271. A power reduction scheme targeted at fully hardwired design by minimizing switching activities is presented in [6] . Many power minimization techniques targeted at programmable platforms have been introduced [4, 30] .
We adopt a methodology of system synthesis combining the key paradigms of computer aided design and architecture communities. Following the tradition of CAD field, we develop an accurate power estimate and aggressive optimization algorithms. We follow the tradition of the architecture field by using comprehensive reallife benchmarks and production quality compilation and simulation tools. This combination enables us to build a unique framework of system-level synthesis and to gain valuable insights about design and use of application-specific programmable processors for modern applications.
Unlike previous works, we use a set of complete applications written in a high-level language as benchmarks. The framework is based on the observation that ILP compilers can find significant parallelism in typical media applications written in a high level language. Combined with architectural enhancements such as VLlW and superscalar schemes, the ILP can be exploited to the benefit of designing power optimized ASPPs. We incorporate into the machine model the impact of cache memory units in low power design, which, with the realistic benchmarks, makes the model more realistic.
Using the developed framework we conduct an extensive exploration of the low power ASPP design space in the face of area limits. It is clear that there is useful ILP in the typical media and communication applications [2 I] . The framework addresses the need for the low power ASPP design by exploiting the ILP found in media applications by ILP compilers that target VLIW and superscalar machines.
The experiments presented in this paper are focused on how many machine configurations should be selected in order to reduce power consumption across all the benchmarks under various area constraints. The objective is minimization of selected machine configurations, thereby maximizing the number of benchmarks that can be run on a processor in a power optimized fashion as though it is optimized for each individual benchmark.
We find that the framework introduced in this paper can be very valuable in making early low power design decisions such as architectural configuration trade-offs including the cache and issue width trade-off under area constraint, and the number of branch units and issue width.
Experiment Platform
We use StrongAnn SA-I IO as the baseline architecture for the analysis [25] . The device is a single-issue processor with the classic five stage pipeline. The SA-I IO has an instruction issue unit, integer execution unit, integer multiplier, memory management unit for data and instructions, cache structures for data and instructions, and some other units such as phase locked loop (PLL). We simulate the power consumption model based on the power dissipation data given in [25] . It is fabricated in a 0. The terms n i s s u e , A i s s u e , n A L u , A A L U , n b r a n c h , &ranch, n m e m , Amem and A m i s c are the issue width, the baseline issue unit area, the number of ALUs, the area of a single ALU, the number of branch units, the branch unit area, the number of memory units, the area of single memory unit and miscellaneous area, respectively. We did not include floating-point units in any machine configurations because the applications we used have mostly integer operations. Cache area is calculated using the Cache Design Tools [9] . A set of example area estimates for superscalar machines with different cache and core configurations are shown in Table 2 . In the rest of the paper we describe a machine configuration by a 6-tuple as shown in Table 2 .
There are five components in the core power dissipation model we used: power dissipation by the issue unit, integer ALU, branch unit, memory unit, and other miscellaneous power consumption such as clock generator. The power dissipation model for superscalar machines is given by &ore = n L e E i s s u e + n A L U E A L v + (2) n b r a n c h E b r a n c h 4-n m e m E m e m + E m i s c
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Emem and E m i s c are the issue width, the baseline issue unit energy, the number of ALUs, the energy of a single ALU, the number of branch units, the branch unit energy, the number of memory The set of benchmarks used in this experiment is composed of complete applications which are publically available and coded in a high-level language. The collection has 21 applications culled from available image processing, communications, cryptography and DSP applications. Detailed descriptions of the benchmarks can be found in [21] .
We use the IMPACT tool suit [5] to collect performance information of benchmarks on various machine configurations. The IM-PACT C compiler is a retargetable compiler with code optimization components especially developed for multiple-instruction-issue processors. The target machine for the IMPACT C can be described using the high-level machine description language (HMDES). A high-level machine description supplied by a user is compiled by the IMPACT machine description language compiler.
IMPACT provides cycle-level simulation of both the processor architecture and implementation. The optimized code is consumed by the Lsim simulator. At simulation time, Lsim takes cache structure information provided by a user. 
Approach
We collected run-times (expressed as a number of cycles) of the benchmarks on 175 different machine configurations (25 cache configurations for 7 processor configurations). First we build executables of the benchmarks on seven different architectures. They are machines with a single branch unit and one of the one-, two-, four-, and eight-issue units, machines with two branch units and one of the four-and eight-issue units, and machines with four branch units and a eight-issue unit. The IMPACT compiler generates aggressively optimized code to increase ILP for each architecture. The optimized code is consumed by the Lsim simulator. We simulate the benchmarks for a number of different cache configurations. For each executable of a benchmark, we simulate 25 combinations of instruction and data caches ranging from 512 bytes to 8 KB.
Measured run-times of benchmarks through simulations are used to compute the energy based on the power model described in Section 4. The power dissipation numbers are normalized with respect to a baseline machine power dissipation. We selected as a baseline configuration a machine with one branch unit, one-issue unit, 512 bytes of instruction cache, and 512 bytes of data cache. We take the inverse of the normalized energy to get the power savings factor. The power savings factor is used in the machine selection algorithm.
After all the simulations are completed and all the power savings factors for all applications on all machine configurations are obtained, we run a search algorithm to select machine configuration sets under various area constraints. For each area constraint, we eliminate all machines that do not satisfy the area requirement. From the machines that satisfy the area requirement, we eliminate all the dominated machines. By dominated, we mean a machine dissipates power more than or equal to that of another machine for all benchmarks. Finally, we perform K-selection algorithm (see Section 6) to select a set of machine configurations that runs the benchmark set with minimum power dissipation.
Selection Problem Formulation
Informally, the problem can be stated as follows. Given an area constraint and power savings factors of benchmarks on machines that fit into the given area, we select a subset of the machines in such a way that the geometric mean of power savings factors across all the benchmark is maximized and the subset size is kept small.
We normailze the energy with respect to a baseline since we are not interested in the sum of energy [16]. The sum of energy does not reflect the power dissipation effect of smaller benchmarks (ones that inherently dissipate less power) in the presence of bigger benchmarks (ones that consumes more power than others). In some cases, a benchmark that takes a long time to complete due to its big data, thus consumes much energy, dominates the sum of energy.
We use geometric mean to summarize the power savings factors of the selected machines since we normalize the measurements We define the problem using more formal Garey-Johnson for-1131.
Selection problem
Instance: Given a set of n benchmarks, ai, i = 1,2, ..., n, k machine configurations, m,, j = 1,2, ..., k , the power savings factors Eij of the benchmarks ai, i = 1,2, ..., n on the machines m j , j = l , 2, ..., k with respect to a baseline machine and constants K and C, Question: Is there a set M of K machine configurations, cp, p = 1,2, ..., K , such that v;/ny==, rnaxjcm Eij 
C?
To determine the constant K we divide the problem into two sub-problems, namely, w-selection problem and K-selection problem. Starting from 20 = 1 we iteratively increase w until the benefit of increasing tu is less than a given threshold p. Formally the subproblems are stated as follows. Figure I : System-level synthesis of power optimized applicationspecific programmable machines until we reach a point where the benefit of the set size increase diminishes to a certain degree. K-selection problem:
Generatenewnodes( c,
where Dw is given by Equation 4 and p is a cut-off ratio.
Solution Space Exploration: Strategy and Algorithms
The algorithm for system-level synthesis of application-specific programmable processor is given in Figure 1 . In general, the size of the search problem is dramatically reduced by eliminating machine configurations that do not satisfy a given area constraint and those that are dominated by at least one other machine. Consequently, a smaller number of machines needs to be considered.
Since the simulation takes very long time (more than a week on a SPARCS machine), we try to come up with optimum solutions. Unless the optimal algorithm takes unreasonably long time, it is worth to obtain optimum solutions. The search for optimum solution is organized using an implicit enumeration method. In particular, we adopt a branch-and-bound algorithm shown in Figure 1 to speed up the selection. The algorithm completes less than 3 hours on a SPARCS for a range of area constraints.
The branch-and-bound algorithm consists of two major components: branching and evaluation. The branching step takes the current state of selection (a node in the search tree) and generates a number of new nodes by adding an available (still not considered in particular search path of the search tree) machine to the current state of selection. As shown in Figure 1 , it examines to see if adding a machine to the current state of selection can result in a better solution than the current best solution found. Initially, the current best solution is set to the previous best solution. The previous best solution is the best solution found for the machine set size less than the current search size by one. The branching is bounded by the bounding function. The bounding function compares the current node and a candidate processor with the best node of the same size found. The node size is the number of processors. If the current node and the candidate are dominated by the best node then we cut the path off from search. We compute the lower bound of the geometric mean of the maximum speed-up factors of each benchmark. The lower bound is obtained by using a steepest descent algorithm. The steepest descent algorithm selects machines in the order that the biggest improvement can be achieved. If the estimate is greater or equal to the current best solution, we have an opportunity to find a better solution than the current best solution by exploring the search path. Otherwise, there is less chance of obtaining a better solution. We sort the search order based on the lower bound so to increase the bounding rate.
Experimental Results
We evaluate the tools and algorithms by running extensive experiments ranging from the area constraint of 3 h m 2 to 200mm2. The implementation technology is assumed to be 0 . 3 5~. For each area constraint, we obtain the optimum set of machine configurations for cut-off values 0. I , 0.05, 0.01, and 0.005. The cut-off values are p's as defined in Equation 5.
We conducted two sets of experiments using machine shutdown and voltage scaling. For each set of experiments, we use two machine area and power models, namely, superscalar machines with quadratic complexity issue units and VLlW machines with linear complexity issue units. We found that the two models exhibit quite different behaviors in terms of power consumption. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show results from the power shutdown method. We can draw three conclusions from the results. First, empirically, the cut-off value 0.1 is good enough for most cases since smaller cut-off values do not result in more power savings as shown in Figure 2 (b) and Figure 3(b) . Second, when only the shutdown technique is available, there is no compelling reason to have more than one architecture from the power minimization point of view regardless of the area and power model used. Since we can use the cut-off value 0.1 without being too conservative, the number of selected machines at the cut-off value 0. I , shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 3 (a), is one throughout the entire area constraints. Finally, it is clear that the shutdown technique is ineffective to use with our framework. In other words, using this technique, it is impossible to exploit individual characteristics of applications to reduce power consumption.
We see no benefit at all of using superscalar machines as a power reduction scheme. Figure 3(b) indicates that as soon as we include multiple-issue issue units into the superscalar model (machines bigger than 45mm2), which possibly boost performance thus can reduce power, the power consumption of the issue unit overwhelms other benefits.
The results for voltage scaling are shown in Figure 4 and 5. In this set of results, we obtain greater power consumption improvement, which is consistent with the fact that voltage scaling is generally more effective than shutdown. The results agree with those of the shutdown case, i.e., the cut-off value of 0.1 is a good choice since the power improvement factors of different cut-off values are almost the same. Also, the results indicate that the VLIW machines with voltage scaling are best candidates that can exploit the capability of our framework. We observe that up to 1 O h m 2 , we get significant power savings by increasing hardware resources. It is evident that under the scheme, we can better utilize ILP in applications to the benefit of energy reduction to the extent that a ILP compiler can find. We found that there are more architectural choices and decisions to make for different applications when less area is available. On the other hand, although it performs better than the shutdown case, the superscalar machines with voltage scaling showed disappointing results. It provided moderate improvements up to the factor of 3 at around 60mm2 of area. The curve is identical to that of shutdown case except that it is a little shifted forward.
As shown in Figure 4 (b), the energy improvement diminishes after 100mm2. This can be due to one or both of the following limitations. The media applications we used is likely to have inherent ILP upper bounds. It is also possible that the current upper bound revealed in this experiment has a lot to do with the current ILP compiler technology. Interestingly, the results from VLIW machines shown in Figure   4 show that up to 100mm2 of area, more than one machines are required to maximize power savings. This is consistent with the fact that specifics of individual applications should be used to fully utilize limited amount of resources. In this experiment, we found that I 00mm2 of area is enough to fit in a general-purpose machine to run all the benchmarks in a power efficient manner.
Conclusion
The availability of production quality ILP compilers and commercial DSPs with architectural enhancements (e.g., predicated instruction execution, VLIW execution, split register files and multi-gauge arithmetic (or variable-width SIMD)) stimulated the idea of programmable processors that are tuned to specific applications. The key components of the framework presented in this paper are a retargetable instruction level parallelism (ILP) compiler, instruction level simulators, a set of complete media applications written in a high level language and an architectural component selection algorithm.
We conducted an extensive exploration of the low power ASPP design space under area constraints. It is clear that there is enough ILP in the typical media and communication applications. The framework addresses the need for the low power ASPP design by exploiting the ILP found in media applications by ILP compilers that target VLlW and superscalar machines.
We found that the framework introduced in this paper can be very valuable in making early design decisions such as area and architectural configuration trade-off, cache and issue width tradeoff under area constraint, and the number of branch units and issue width.
